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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to illustrate how teachers, in a private school in Thailand, 

organize and plan their mathematic teaching, what material they use and how the teachers 

challenge the students. In the background, we report briefly about Thailand and the 

school's history. Then a presentation follows of previous research that has been 

made within our chosen subject. The theories are linked to our research questions, such 

as mathematic teaching, mathematic material and gifted students, according to 

Western literature. You can also find a short summary of the curriculum for mathematics, 

from the government in Thailand.  

Trough a qualitative method five interviews with mathematic teachers and observations in 

their classes have been conducted and this result have been analyzed and discussed. 

Interview and observation guides were used with the purpose to give the respondents room to 

develop their reasoning with the help of our follow- up questions. 

Trough our interviews and observations we have come to a result that shows that the teachers 

organized their teaching according to a Brain based learning pattern and after the 

governments curriculum. The mathematic material consisted of mathematic books, laminated 

sticks, bars, number cards and also of computer programs. The mathematic books were not 

individualized but played a significant part of the teaching. The plastic material was used to 

concretize the mathematics. The school had the idea that separating the gifted students from 

the others in the group was positive for their development. The gifted students were 

challenged by more difficult mathematics meant for older students and had to work at a 

higher pace than their peers. 

The results can not be generalized for all schools in Thailand. When the study is relatively 

small, it only shows how a part of the mathematics teaching is implemented at the school 

where the study was conducted. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Being a teacher is challenging but though it sometimes feels like teaching is impossible, 

Chambers (2008) highlights how rewarding it can be. The “[...] moment when a pupil´s eyes 

light up with a sense of understanding, and you know that a small piece of learning is down to 

you” (2008:1). Mathematics is one of school´s core subjects and one of the most important 

ones to teach. Motivation is therefore highly significant in the teaching of mathematics. 

It should be constructed to stimulate and interest children's curiosity (Ahlberg, 1995).  

 

We are three students at Linnaeus University in Växjö who shall become teachers with 

different orientations which are preschool, leisure-time teacher and primary school. Our 

common denominator is that we all have studied mathematics as a specialization. The 

idea to write an essay together is based in our common interest in mathematics. 

 

During our teacher education we wanted to take part of teaching in a developing country. 

April 2010 we were all granted Minor Field Study scholarships by the school of Computer 

Science, Physics and Mathematics at Linnaeus University. Minor Field Study (MFS) 

scholarship is founded by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency 

(SIDA). In October 2010 we went to Thailand for two months to conduct a study about 

mathematics education. We chose to go to northern Thailand because we wanted to do our 

study in the not so exploited part of the country. In Thailand we took part of the Thai society 

and its culture as much as possible.   

 

The school we have conducted our study on is a private school. The school was 

recommended by the Thai Embassy in Thailand. We created good contact with the school at 

an early stage so therefore we chose to implement the study there. 

 

Our purpose and research questions are based on our curiosity of the Thai school and how 

Thai teachers teach mathematics. We wanted to explore the potential of different ways of 

teaching and how we, as Swedish teachers, can use these ways of learning. By observing a 

number of mathematic lessons in various classes, we wanted to see if different learning 

methods were used and if the teaching was based on any particular learning theory. We hope 

by a variety of experiences and impressions both in Sweden and abroad, to be able to meet 

our prospective students in a diverse approach. Our hopes are to engage the students in a fun 

and instructive way. All three of us have bad experiences of mathematics teaching, of 

teachers who would not vary the lessons, had long briefings on the board and of endless 

individually work our math books. In our future profession as teachers we hope to contribute 

with valuable experience by being part of the culture and education in a developing country. 

We believe that the multicultural society we live in today needs educators with experience of 

other cultures to better understand the difference between children from other countries. 

  

We have chosen to divide our study into two parts because we had different focus and 

research questions. The first part deals with research question one and two, how teachers 

organize their mathematic teaching and what material they use. The second part deals with 

research question three, how the school challenges gifted students in mathematics. The two 

parts are presented with separate results, analysis and discussions. The major components, as 

background, theory and method, are shared.  
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2. Purpose and main questions 

 

The purpose of this study is to examine the teaching of mathematics in a school in Thailand. 

We want this study to show how mathematics is taught and prioritized at this school 

 

 

- How do teachers organize their teaching and why? 

- What material do the teachers use in their mathematic teaching and in what way?  

- How does the school challenge gifted students in mathematics? 
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3. Background 
 
Here follows a short presentation about Thailand and the culture in Thailand, short history 

about education in Thailand and short about the school we conducted our study in. 

3.1 Thailand 

The word Thai means citizens of Thailand who speaks the Thai language and participates in 

the Thai culture (Wyatt, 2003). The term Thai means free and Thai people have for a very 

long time seen themselves as free people. Usually the Thai people have a very friendly ethos, 

they try to avoid conflicts and respond to people with a smile. Therefore, Thailand has the 

nickname The land of smiles. Thai history is divided by the kingdoms: Sukhothai (1238 - 

1419), Ayutthaya (1351 -1767) and Bangkok (1767 -). In 1946 the King Bhumibol Adulyadej 

was crowned and he is still head of state. Before the democratization 1932 the king owned the 

country but now Thailand is a constitutional monarchy where the King‟s duties mostly are 

ceremonial and the government has the executive power (Kullberg, 2010).  

 

A majority of the population in Thailand are Buddhists but Thailand is said to be a country 

with a high tolerance for religion differences. Thailand is among the countries whose social 

and economic conditions have dramatically changed for the better during the past twenty 

years. The life expectancy for a Thai person has increased and the illiterates have decreased 

in number. In Thailand the health insurance, unemployment benefits, pensions and child 

benefits are not general and therefore the family is a great comfort for Thai people (Kullberg, 

2010). 

3.2 Education in Thailand 

 

In the 13th Century education in Thailand begun when one of Sukhothai‟s kings created the 

first Thai alphabet which descended from a south Indian script. Still, parts of the original 

alphabet are used. Two levels of education existed. One was education provided by the royal 

institution of instruction for the princes and sons of nobles. The second level was education 

provided by the Buddhist monks to commoners. King Rama V (1868 - 1910) wanted better 

trained personal in the royal and governmental services and therefore he opened a school in 

the palace. This became the first school in the modern sense because it had its own school 

building, teachers and a schedule. School at this time was just for the elite and for boys. In 

1897 Queen Sribajarindra established the first school for girls and in 1901 the first 

government school for girls was founded (Ministry of education, 2011).  

 

From 1977 Thailand had a 6+3+3 education system, where the first six years are compulsory 

and the rest is recommended. The education in Thailand then consisted of six years of 

compulsory primary education, three years of lower secondary school and three years of 

upper secondary school. All education in Thailand is governed from the 1992 years National 

Education Act, where the content is designed from the four fundamental principles; wisdom, 

moral, physical and practical education which expresses: 

 
The flourishment of individual wisdom, thinking, mind and morality is a 

necessary and essential goal towards creating balanced development between 

spiritual cultivation versus material and economic growth. 

 

Being a part of nature and with the necessity to coexist in harmony with and 

underpinning nature, human beings must realize the importance of judicious 
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utilization and conversation of natural resources without causing detrimental 

effects to the environment. 

 

Concurrent with striving to keep up with modern technological progress and the 

adoption to foreign or exogenous culture outside a community, an understanding 

and appreciation of local knowledge, language and culture of Thai society must 

be ascertained in order to optimize the use of modern knowledge relevant to the 

local context and needs. 

 

The proper balance between dependency and self-reliance is an essential basis for 

cooperation at individual, community and national levels for the promotion of 

sustainable development which will help enhance the prominence of Thailand in 

the world community.  

 

                                      (Ministry of Education, 2009 in Kullberg, 2010:35) 

 

When the National Education Act (NEA) was founded it raised the compulsory education 

from six years to nine years. The main purpose was to ensure that the parents enrol their 

children in school until they graduate from lower secondary school. In NEA the children with 

special educational needs, such as physical, mental, intellectual, emotional, social, 

communication, or learning deficiencies, are acknowledge as well as groups with 

economically or legally disadvantaged. They are also entitled to government education 

services (Fredriksen & Tan, 2008).  

 

According to different studies about education in Thailand, the quality is still low compared 

to international standards. Mounier and Phasina (2010) means that NEA 1999 has failed 

because its main purpose was to improve the educational quality. Since NEA 1999 students 

need to take different tests in the final year of primary, lower secondary and upper secondary 

school. The tests show that students‟ performance has improved, but still, about 20 percent of 

the students are not performing adequately in different subjects, including mathematics 

(2010). 

 

The Thai educational system is goal-oriented, and through a goal-oriented education it will be 

possible to enable the individual to develop the quality of life, manage and promote a 

peaceful social life and contribute to society. The goals are close to the fundamental 

principles and are expressed as follows: 

 
Wisdom. An educated person should attain wisdom: the ability to understand 

causality; to differentiate between virtue and vices, right and wrong, and good 

and malicious deeds on the basis of truth; to intelligently solve problems; to 

recognize and understand rapid various changes; to be creative and possess an 

inquiring mind to keep up with technological progress; to appreciate Thai 

wisdom and culture for adoption by Thai society.  

 

Spiritual development. An educated person should be able to train one‟s mind to 

become morally developed; to be self-controlled of wrong-doings; to be self 

controlled and self-disciplined in one‟s behaviour in accordance with moral code 

of conduct; to uphold religious principles; to be modest and moderate; to possess 

concentration and perseverance which are essential for working and living. 

 

Physical development. An educated person should possess healthy physique 

normal to one‟s age; be able to insure the good health of oneself and one‟s 
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family, and be able to develop one‟s physical capacity suitable for work and 

occupational practices. 

  

Social development. An educated person should possess proper social behaviour 

at work and in the family, organizations and society; to extend help unselfishly; 

to possess communication skills and ability; to use proper Thai as well foreign 

language for communication purposes; to preserve the Thai national identity and 

culture; to recognize and observe the rights, duty and responsibility towards 

others, society, and mankind; to intend upon creating a peaceful society; to 

recognize and observe one‟s own and others‟ rights and freedom under the 

democratic form of government with the king as head of state; to be able to 

utilize and conserve natural resources and to create a proper environment; and to 

contribute to enhancing an appropriate role of the nation in the world 

community.  

 

                 (Ministry of Education 2009 in Kullberg 2010:36) 

 

3.3 The school’s history  

 

This study took place in a Christian private school in Thailand. Since we want to maintain the 

school's anonymity this piece will not have any references and we will not reveal the name of 

the school. The references for this piece are from the schools staff and website. The school 

was founded in the late 1800´s as a boy‟s school by an American missionary. The principal 

during the late 1800´s and early 1900´s believed that building characters should be the 

ultimate aim, and this became the school philosophy. The principal wanted a school built on 

education, knowledge and moral. The school is built on the values of love, caring and 

sacrifice. 

 

The school is founded on a Christian base and practice public prayers and Christian 

traditions. The students are encouraged to learn about God and the Christian spirit so they can 

make their own personal response according to them. Despite the Christian foundation 

students and staff with different religious backgrounds are welcome. The school is also one of 

six schools in Thailand to pilot Brain Based learning.   

 

There was, at the time, approximately 6000 students at the school, in kindergarten to grade 

12. The students were wearing a school uniform which went in the school colours and on 

Thursdays the whole school had scout day and wore a scout uniform, including the teachers. 

The teachers dressed modestly and properly.  

3.4 Mathematics curriculum (Thai Government Curriculum)  

 

The mathematic curriculum we are referring to in this piece is not available as an Internet 

reference. We are referring to a paper copy of the curriculum that was given to us from the 

school that they had translated into English and made their own interpretation of.  

 

The curriculum says that mathematics is useful to one‟s life because it is important for the 

development of the human mind. Mathematics makes it possible for mankind to develop a 

creative, logical and systematic thinking. By applying mathematics in everyday life we can 

correctly and appropriate make decisions, solve problems, anticipate and plan various 
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situations. Mathematics is a tool for the learning of science and technology. It increases our 

life quality and helps us to live in harmony with others. 

     

It also says that the students should continuously and according to their own potential learn 

the following in mathematics: Numbers and operations, measurement, geometry, algebra, 

data analysis and probability, mathematical skills and processes.  
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4. Theoretical research 
 
In this chapter we will introduce different theoretical views of teaching and learning 

mathematics. The reason we present Western theories is that the school we conducted our 

study at is Christian and rests on Western pillar, therefore we want to compare the Western 

theories with the teaching methods at the school. 

4.1 Learning theories  

 

Mathematic research has taken a variety of directions. This has resulted in different 

mathematical theories, theories based on assumptions about knowledge of man and nature 

(Ahlberg, 1995). 

  

Viggo Kilborn has initiated different theories of mathematics that can help teachers to 

understand children's thoughts about mathematic and explain how children acquire 

mathematical knowledge. Mathematic education includes everything from determining the 

objectives and guidelines for teaching to the choice of subject content and the teaching 

method. It is relevant to study how teaching should be designed, what should be treated in 

teaching and why a particular content should be treated. These are always current issues in 

planning and implementing the daily teaching (Ahlberg, 1995). 

  
Jean Piaget is considered one of the leading authorities in how children learn mathematics 

(Hughes, 1986). He had the basic belief that students have not reached complete 

understanding until they can transform an abstract problem to a concrete problem in everyday 

life. Knowledge is, according to Piaget, built by the structures of our thoughts. He thinks that 

through our actions there will be a transformation in those structures that will change our 

view of the world (Ahlberg, 1995). A central part of Piaget‟s theory of knowledge is that 

there are different stages of development between birth and adulthood. It is very important 

that every child follows each stage in a prescribed order to obtain the best possible 

development (Hughes, 1986). Ahlberg (1995) raises an opposing view of Margret Donaldson 

about a learning theory by Piaget. Donaldson believes that the problem solving tasks in 

Piaget‟s experiments do not relate to the student‟s own perception of the world. Donaldson 

does not think the tasks are logical and relevant but if they would be changed, the students 

would understand them better even at a younger age. Both Ahlberg and Huhges (1995; 1986) 

conclude, from Piaget‟s learning theory, that the children create their own mathematics by 

exploring and discovering. The teacher‟s role, according to many followers of Piaget, is to be 

able to an intermediary between the students and the mathematics. The teacher should also 

engage and encourage the students to understand the educational content. The students‟ 

thoughts are more important than their actions and there are as many ways to solve a problem 

as there are students. The solutions may not be as the teacher expects but he or she should 

always try to understand the thoughts of the students (1995; 1986).  

 

Vygotsky, another educational theorist, had his focus on the individual. Vygotskij based his 

theory on a socio-cultural perspective and focus mostly on social interactions. He believed, 

according to Säljö (2005) that children create their knowledge with language as a tool. When 

the child learns to communicate, the child will be a socio-cultural human. Through 

communication, we gain access to the mathematical knowledge available in both classroom 

and in our environment. Communication and language therefore has an important key role of 

learning. In his theory learning occurs both on a social level through interaction with other 

people and on an internal psychological level. The mathematic lessons that today prove to be 
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most fruitful are those where there has been much social interaction. Communication occurs 

both from student to student and from teacher to student but the communication is mainly 

stressed from teacher to student. Another concept of importance in Vygotsky‟s learning 

theory is the zone of proximal development. It is as much about the relationship between 

human thinking and skills as well as the dependence of the contact and support from other 

people. The mastery of certain skills and knowledge is also close to the mastery of other skills 

and abilities. Vygotsky defines the development zone as the zone between where the child is 

able to do things by its own and when the child needs assistance from others. Through 

imitations and interaction the student learns to do what the teacher does. The teacher should 

therefore challenge at the right level so that the scaffolding gets the child in the right 

direction. Another thing that is important to note about the development zones is that they are 

created through activity in various new learning situations (Säljö, 2005). 

4.2 How to learn mathematics 

“Is there a model of mathematical learning powerful enough to be useful to mathematic 

teachers in their teaching?” (Steffe & Wiegel, 1994:7). Such a model could be useful to 

describe children‟s increasingly mathematical knowledge. Steffe & Wiegel (1994) base their 

thoughts on constructive learning principles when they believe that knowledge actively 

should be built and that children‟s transformation of their cognitive play is significant to how 

children learn mathematics. This plays an important role in constructing a model of 

mathematical learning (1994). 

One of the main goals in mathematics is to assimilate mathematical knowledge where 

learning involves concrete mathematical objects. If the mathematics is imposed by a teacher 

or a parent, cognitive play can be more challenging. With the goal of achieving mathematical 

knowledge in an enjoyable way, engaging the children in cognitive play is priority one. The 

cognitive play should then be transformed into a mathematical activity while keeping the 

children interested and motivated. In the transformation there are a couple of key 

components: the nature of the medium in which children play, basic conceptual operations, 

schemes of actions and operations and involved accommodations and social interactions in 

these accommodations. These components could together create technical knowledge of 

mathematical learning. The student‟s mathematical activity can also be used to analyse in 

prediction of possible problems in a learning situation and to discuss a solution (Steffe & 

Wiegel, 1994). 

Voigt (1994) believes just as Vygotsky that social interactions are important when learning 

mathematics. There have been several views of studies and different theories of this 

relationship. One theoretical approach is an interactionist approach which will attempt to 

mediate between two basic approaches. These conclusions will now be presented. Piaget was 

one of the most influential theorists of pedagogy and epistemology and his theories about 

genetic epistemology were, for a long time, in the lead of research in mathematical education. 

Several researchers, as Piaget, focused on cognitive development of individual children. They 

regarded the child‟s mathematical knowledge as a conceptual operation which was a part of 

radical constructivism. In that perspective, individuals´ knowledge can be at best viable if the 

knowledge is compatible with new experiences. The transmission of knowledge from teacher 

to student or seeing the reality as it is, is however not part of the perspective. Piaget also 

believed that social interactions played a significant part in learning. Followers to Piaget used 

his research and made their own conclusions about children‟s social interactions. Learning 

could be a result of resolving conflicting points of view which indicates a contradiction 
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between different participant‟s arguments. The social conflict can end up in mental confusion 

and it is doubtful if the children experience the conflict. Different perspectives can however 

be held up as interaction and structure a qualification for learning mathematics (1994). 

4.3 How to teach mathematics  

 

The Western researchers Clements & Sarama (2009) believe that every child is born with an 

ability to learn and develop interest in mathematics. When children begin in preschool their 

previous mathematical understanding has an important role in their continued learning of the 

subject (2009). The requirement that children face in school are often in contrast to their 

previous experiences from everyday life and preschool. Introductory mathematic teaching in 

school is usually focused on counting objects type numbers and simple additions and 

subtractions in workbooks. In a one-sided teaching, curiosity and joy is replaced with a sense 

of inadequacy and coercion. This way of teaching mathematics gives children the idea 

that the most important thing is to deliver the correct answer in the shortest possible time. 

The formal mathematics, which consists of written symbols, homework assignments and 

abstract thinking, is different from the way the children count. There is a huge 

gap between children‟s mathematics and school‟s. The teacher„s most important task, 

according to Ahlberg (1995), has to be overcoming this gap by building on the children‟s 

earlier experiences. One way of doing this is by having different mathematical approaches to 

reach each student (1995).  

In constructive theories, lessons could be defined by a presentation, an exploration to a 

reflection phase in a context of effective teaching and learning, according to Chambers 

(2008). Previous knowledge is important in the starting presentation where a problem is to be 

presented. It is followed by the exploration where the students perform activities. Afterwards 

the student and the teachers together make a reflection where the teacher helps the student to 

form a conclusion by asking questions. The main thing is that the teacher can make long term 

changes after the reflection to improve the teaching (2008). 

Individualized teaching is something that applies to all subjects and involves the whole 

school. It is a big challenge for a teacher to make teaching as individualized as possible for 

each student (Chambers, 2008). In terms of individualization in the teaching of mathematics, 

there are often a lot of resources to those students who need extra help while the talented 

students often are forgotten (Clements & Sarama, 2009). Many talented students can easily be 

identified because they grasp new ideas quickly, have a logical and critical thinking and have 

good communication skills. They can both justify their methods and ask questions to satisfy 

the curiosity. Of course there are talented students who are not so easily identified even if 

they are mathematically talented. These students might handle an issue differently than 

expected or may have problems to communicate their ideas (Chambers, 2008). 

4.4 Gifted math 

 

How gifted children are different from other children appear in many different ways but there 

are some personality traits that make it possible for teachers and parents to identify the 

children's abilities. It is not only the personality trait that is important in the mathematical 

development. To have positive expectations and support from the family without feeling 

pressure and have a good school situation is also relevant to the child's development 

(Pettersson, 2008).  
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As a teacher it is important to have different strategies to help students achieve as much as 

possible. It is challenging to teach gifted students because it requires high competence in the 

subject. Teachers' knowledge should have width and depth in case the students ask difficult 

and unexpected questions about the subject or personal ideas (Chambers, 2008).  

 

In the U.S. it's getting more common to remove the program for gifted students. They mean 

that all children are gifted, albeit in different ways. This approach has begun as different 

definitions of intelligence have expanded beyond the usual limits. To have good abilities in 

things that cannot be measured by an IQ test has been recognized (Winner, 1999).  

 

It is seen as a worthy ambition to take care of each child‟s ability and potential but we will 

not escape the fact that all children are not equal talented. In the West we do not mind if 

someone is a successful musician, athlete or artist. To be without that kind of talent is not 

considered unworthy and is therefore accepted. If we classify some children as academically 

talented we also say that there are children who are not as good academically which is not 

accepted (Winner, 1999). 

 

The education of gifted children can take different forms. It is common that the children 

either becomes divided into groups according to either their ability or their learning pace. 

There are many advantage and disadvantage with both methods. Some disadvantages of 

grouping by ability is that other students may be suffering from the high-performing students 

disappear. They are left with low expectations from teachers and themselves when they are 

seen as weaker students. The students cannot take part of each other‟s experience and 

knowledge. One of the main arguments for grouping children by ability is that the school 

would otherwise fail to ensure each child‟s specific needs. When children‟s education is 

accelerating, which means that the child may skip grades, start school earlier or use a material 

that is meant for older students, the parents are in those cases often accused of depriving the 

child a normal childhood. The child is considered happiest when it can socialize with children 

of her own age, although it is ready for higher studiers. Counter arguments that are for 

accelerating say that it is important that the child should be with intellectual peers in order not 

to become outside the group‟s community (Clements & Sarama, 2009, Winner, 1999). 

4.5 Teaching methods  

 

There are several different methods of teaching and here in the West, the student-driven 

methods have increased. Today the Western school strives to involve students in the teaching 

to create an active learning. Research has presented improved academic performance of 

teaching based on for example problem solving, group work, discussions and creative 

projects. Dewey's “Learning by doing” is a theory put into practice (Chambers, 2008). 

Malmer (1990) means that it is the process that is essential - not the correct answer. The 

correct answer is easier to measure than it is to evaluate the process of the solution (2008). 

The teacher role has also experienced competition from self-instructional aids such as 

computers where students can learn through educational training programs. Learning is now 

more individual and the students themselves are supposed to create their own learning. The 

teaching methods are less authoritarian and pluralistic but more social promoting. 

 4.6 Laboratory material 

Laboratory teaching is, by the National encyclopedia (2011), defined as methods of teaching 

and learning trough experiment and trials. The term has also been linked with John Deweys 
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belief “learning by doing” where teaching combines theoretical and practical tasks (2011). 

Working with concrete mathematics and laboratory material is becoming more common in 

the west. Western literature highlights how it promotes the learning of mathematics. Malmer 

(2002) means that many teachers claims that working laboratory prevents progress in the 

math book. The mathematic book can be a way to measure competency levels of students. 

However, laboratory work is a way to examine, discover and experience. Laboratory 

mathematics materials are difficult to define unambiguously, says Rystedt & Trygg (2005). 

They believe that “Laboratory materials will function as support and stimulation for problem 

solving and learning of basic mathematical concepts and ideas” (2005:19). The concrete 

material helps the students to, from a real situation, turn to a mathematical symbolic language 

(Malmer, 1990).  

Laboratory material has for a long time promoted the mathematical language and concept. 

Concrete materials consisted early out of Abakus, which was a tool to keep track of the 

numbers, and mathematical books with certain mathematical money. They were then replaced 

with written calculation methods when book printing was developed. Laboratory material 

nowadays is divided into two main groups, Everyday objects and Educational materials. 

Everyday objects are contained in the working life and in nature. Educational materials are 

specially manufactured for mathematics teaching. It is not entirely clear what material 

belongs to which group. Rocks and cones can be used for educational purposes to 

demonstrate a mathematical elaboration and a cubic decimeters model can serve as a form of 

sand cakes. The material gets its meaning in the situation it is used in and for those who use it 

(Rystedt & Trygg, 2005). It is only your imagination that sets the limits of creativity 

(Malmer, 1990). 

Malmer (2002) is convinced that schools should spend more time on mathematics action, 

which means using children´s everyday skills from everyday life (2002). They should learn 

to, what Malmer (1990) is calling: “Do- Try” (1990). Rystedt & Trygg (2005) give an 

example of what happens when an odd number is added to an even number. To find the 

mathematical connection, a laboratory material like cuisenaire rods or apples could be of use. 

After a moment a connection can be seen, an odd number plus an even number equals an odd 

number of apples. By making use of laboratory work mathematics can be something more 

than it is for some of us, incomprehensible numbers in the head. It can be realized. Much 

mathematics is numbers and symbols but with learning materials, everyday or educational, 

the abstract can be something that can be seen, touched and moved (2005). 

However, laboratory work in itself does not develop knowledge. It is, as stated above, a 

teaching tool that gets its meaning in its context. Laboratory material can sometimes be used 

without reflection and with superficial doctrine as the result. Most of the Western literature 

promotes laboratory work as a fun way to learn but some material is used without gaining 

new knowledge. Teachers have a responsibility to carefully consider the choice of learning 

materials in their teaching. They should, with regard to distinct goals, assess what material is 

best suited for different problem solution. Thoughtful conversations should be followed so 

that students‟ conceptual understanding develops. Didactic choice should be maid based on 

what, why and how. Studies show that those students who are working in a laboratory way 

have better outcomes than those who do not work this way (Rystedt & Trygg, 2005). 
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4.7 The teaching role 

Egidius (2005) is a Western scientist who has written several books on teaching methods 

involving for example the teacher's role as a mentor. He believes that today's society offers 

many situations where independent critical thinking is required. He also thinks that we must 

be able to make our own choices and form our own opinion of a lot of things, both in private 

and professional life. A teacher's ability to inspire and encourage learning therefore becomes 

important. Using new methods is good but teachers should also be able to twist and turn 

different lines of thinking so the students can learn in the best possible way (2005).  

According to Stensmo (2008), classroom learning is depending on the social situation and the 

relationship between student-teacher and student-student. Teacher leadership is also about 

how to delegate tasks to the students and to organize them so they can work as a collective. 

Stensmo believes that there are three core competencies in the leadership role; knowledge of 

subject matter, didactic skills and management skills (2008). Chambers (2008) highlights the 

importance of social interactions in the classroom and expresses following about that and the 

teaching role: 

“…you are encourage to established and maintain an atmosphere where pupils 

know the purpose of the lesson and to build non-threatening relationships. But 

you are also there to play a key role in the learning process: by selecting 

challenging activities and then intervening to help pupils develop their 

understanding of key ideas”  

                                                                                               (Chambers, 2008:103) 

Teaching according to Vygotskys‟s theory means that teachers should encourage discussions 

in both small and larger groups. He also believes that it is important to make the group so 

confident that mistakes are accepted. Mistakes are encouraged so that new learning situations 

and discussions could take place. The teacher should also challenge students at their 

individual level. One of the most important aspects is that the purpose always should be clear 

to the teacher so that both purpose and content could motivate the students (Chambers, 2008). 

Egidius (2005) mentions that it is important to challenge students at an appropriate level. The 

teacher should also base the lesson on the students' previous knowledge and what they are 

supposed to learn, when he or she is planning the lessons. The appropriate tasks are then 

based on the teacher‟s knowledge and experience about the students. A teacher has both the 

right and duty to assert his opinion on how he interprets the teacher‟s role. Furthermore, in a 

historical perspective, the teacher's role has changed a lot from being an intermediary of 

knowledge to become a tutor, teacher and assessor. "One could say that learning as a process 

is put in the center with an emphasis on the people who are learning and what they learn" 

(2005:79). The fact that the role of being a teacher has evolved into a complex and varied 

role, could be a result of that students now is higher prioritized (2005).   

 4.8 Brain Based Learning 

The book, Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences written by Howard Gardner 

in 1983 was the start of Brain Based Learning (BBL). The book showed the connection that 

the brain has with learning and this led to educators becoming interested in finding multiple 

ways to reach their students. BBL is based on various strategies that were developed in the 

neurological and cognitive science. These strategies are based on that pupils learn in the way 
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they feel most comfortable with, from a neurological approach. One of the main components 

in BBL is that our emotions affect our learning ability. To create meaning to our actions the 

brain connects to our emotions. The most effective learning occurs when students are paying 

attention to the task and the emotion system drives our attention system. It is the emotional 

system that tells the students if something is important, if it is worth to put energy into 

(Conell, 2009). 

There are some main principles of BBL. The brain has a simultaneous capacity and can do 

several tasks at the same moment. Brain and body are connected in learning. It is individual 

how the brain searches for meaning. The brain needs patterns in the search for meaning. The 

emotions make the building of patterns easier. The left side and the right side of the brain 

work together at the same time. Learning takes place both directly and indirectly, consciously 

and unconsciously. We have at least two different type of memories, spatial 

(autobiographical) and rote learning (taxon memory). Rote learning means that by practicing 

facts, skills are stored in the memory, and spatial memories build relationships between facts, 

events and experiences. By challenging students, their learning is enhanced. Threat on the 

other hand inhibits the learning (Conell, 2009).  
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5. Method 
 

In this chapter we will present the methods we chose to work with, and why.  

5.1 Choice of method 

As we mentioned earlier we are three authors who write this essay. The study is divided into 

two parts where the first part deals with the first two research questions and the second part 

deals with the last research question. All three of us were interested in conducting a study in a 

developing country so we decided to travel together and conduct the study in the same 

school. Before we left we decided to put together our research questions in the same essay. 

Background, theory and method are shared and written by us all. Result, analysis and 

discussion are written separately. It is divided by the research questions which each and one 

of us had the most focus on.  

 

Our study is a qualitative study, where we have used interviews and observations to gather 

empirical data. “The purpose of the qualitative interview is to get the interviewee to give as 

full answers as possible” (Johansson & Svedner, 2006:43). Our purpose with using interviews 

as a method is to find out how teachers think about their teaching in mathematics. We based 

our interviews on an interview guide (Appendix 1) with twelve questions and the interview 

questions were based on our research questions. Though the interviews were based on an 

interview guide, the questions varied, depending on the interviewee‟s answers and 

information. A common difficulty in qualitative interviews is forgetting what the 

interviewee said because the interviewer thinks of the next question to be asked. Qualitative 

interviews should be recorded (Johansson & Svedner, 2006, Starrin & Renck, 1996). All 

our interviews has therefore been recorded on tape and after that transcribed.  

We also implemented a series of classroom observations. The observations were structured 

and executed after an observation schedule (Appendix 2) and we developed the observation 

schedule from our research questions. In addition to the schedule we had given room for daily 

observational notes. Current records and diary entries is seen as a form of qualitative 

observational method (Johansson & Svedner, 2006). The observations were executed in 

different classes and classrooms. According to Kylén (2004) observations of humans and 

animals does not depict an accurately perspective. The observer is always interpreting the 

situation based on individual circumstances. To be able to discuss different diverse 

perspectives we chose to observe the same classroom with different observers. The main 

purpose with the observations was to observe what conditions the teachers and students had 

in the classroom, how teachers taught mathematics and what kind of material they used 

during their teaching. 

5.2 Selection 

 

The purpose of our study is to investigate how mathematics is taught in a developing country. 

The school was assigned by the Thai Embassy in advance. Once there we chose to observe 

the mathematic lessons in the grades one to three and in a class the school called “gifted 

math” in grade seven. The informants were the teachers in those mathematic lessons. 

They were both men and women between 30-60 years. All teachers had university education. 

We observed in five different classrooms and interviewed five different teachers at a total. 

We observed the teachers between two and three times each, depending on the teachers‟ 

availability, at various times. 
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5.3 Process 

We began by getting to know the school and its surroundings. After one week we started with 

our observations. We were all assigned a teacher that we should follow that week, and after a 

week we switched teachers between us. We split up our interviews so we interviewed the 

teacher that we first had followed, and in connection with the week we had followed that 

teacher. We were allocated a study room with access to a computer so after each observation 

and interview, we could use the computer to transcribe the interviews and compile the 

observations.  

Each lesson was about an hour long and during the observations we photographed and filmed 

different situations in the classroom and the materials that the teacher used in their 

mathematic lessons. The interviews were conducted in our study room with help of an 

interpreter. Kihlström (2007) points out that the interviews should take place in a secluded 

place where nothing should interfere. The room we used was our study room and it was 

almost empty. The interview took place at a table in the middle of the room. The interviewer 

and the informant sat opposite to each other and the interpreter sat on the short end. Each 

interview was recorded on tape but we also did a few memory notes. We chose to record the 

interview so we could focus on the teacher we interviewed instead of trying to write down all 

the answers. The interviews became in this way more of a conversation with eye contact and 

follow-up questions. Because we used an interpreter, some of the quotes in the results are 

written in third person. This is because the interpreter has translated the information as if she 

is talking about the teacher, rather than if she had been the teacher.  

Without our knowledge, the interpreter had provided each informant with our interview 

guide. As a result of that, the informants had written down some answers, so they were well 

prepared for the interview. Using an interpreter makes it difficult to interpret the informant. 

The communication hits a language barrier and it becomes difficult to perceive pitches and to 

hear underlying sentences. According to Linell (2009) inability to communicate does not 

mean that participants in the interview did not speak the same language. In this case the 

interpretation is based on the interviewer's understanding of the interpreter's translation of the 

informant‟s response. It is an interaction between the participants‟ interpretations of each 

others (2009). 

5.4 Validity and reliability 

Validity measures what is relevant in the context, while reliability measures in a reliable 

manner.  A measurement of a concept must be able to actually measure the concept (Bryman, 

2002). Well completed data collection provides the basis for further research. Most of our 

empirical data has been collected during our study in forms of interviews and observations.   

Validity is described as the absence of systematic bias in the National Encyclopedia (2011). It 

is the value of the empirical data and determines in this case if the right method is used for 

our study questions (Kylén, 2004). To increase the validity, according to Kihlström (2007), 

we decided which ones we should interview and which teachers we should observe. Some 

questions from the interview guide were changed and the approach improved for best result 

after each interview. The validity is also about if the material we used was working. 

Therefore, we ensured that all equipment worked just as we would use it, such as tape 

recorders and cameras. A measurement must be reliable to be valid, says Bryman (2002).   
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Reability can be described as the absence of random bias (National Encyclopedia, 2011). By 

reability Kihlström (2007) means that knowledge is developed in a reliable manner, that the 

methods should be reasonable and trustworthy (2007). We used various sources in our 

research and the interviews include several different teachers. We asked follow-up questions 

to ensure that we understood the informants' responses, which was significant when we used 

an interpreter. All of the interviews were recorded and transcribed with the purpose that 

Kihlström (2007) highlights, of knowing with certainty what both the informant, in our case 

the interpreter, and the interviewer said (2007). For added credibility, we also used 

observations as a method.  

5.5 Ethical principles 

Vetenskapsrådet, The Swedish Research Council (2002), recommends four ethical principles 

that researchers should follow. The first principle is the information requirement which 

means that the investigator must inform the concerned about the purpose of the study. The 

second principle is the consent principle, which means that participants have the right to 

decide if they want to be involved. Confidentiality requirement is the third principle, which 

means that all data on individuals in the survey will be confidential and kept in a secure place 

to prevent unauthorized persons getting access to them. The final principle is the use 

requirement under which personal information is used only for research purposes (2002). 

Before we went abroad, we had informed our contact at the school about both the purpose 

and issues. We also informed what kind of questions we would ask the teachers. The teachers 

that we followed in the field were then informed about the study by our contact. We did not 

ask the school if being anonymous in our essay was their wish and they themselves did not 

express a desire to be named, the school is by that reason anonymous. The school is also 

informed that no names will be included in the essay, no one objected to that. After we had 

transcribed the interviews, we saved these documents on USB memory sticks and deleted the 

recorded tapes so any unauthorized person could not listen to them. We got permission to 

photograph in the classroom and film various situations by asking the teacher if it was okay. 

We were careful to keep the students anonymous and did not to take photos directly at them 

showing their face. 

5.6 Data processing  

Our data consists of observations and interviews. During our observations in the classroom, 

we took photos and filmed. After our observations, we together looked at the photos and 

videos and helped each other to interpret what we've each seen in the classroom. After 

observations, we sat individually and summarized the information we had gained. We had an 

ongoing discussion with each other both about our observations and our interviews. We 

transcribed individually our own interviews and summarized our own observations. The same 

day we did our interviews, we transcribed them from the tape recorder, because we wanted 

the interviews to be fresh when we worked with them.  

In order to obtain a result from our observations and interviews, we began with looking at our 

research questions and analyzed our materials from these. Since we divided our essay, we did 

not analyze all of the questions together. Two of us looked for answers to the questions: What 

material do the teachers use in their mathematic teaching and why? How do teachers organize 

the teaching and why? And one looked for answers to the question: How does the school 

challenge the gifted students in mathematics? 
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6. Result and analysis 

 
This chapter deals with the results of our empirical study. The result with related analysis is 

divided into two separate parts. The first part (6.1 – 6.4) treats questions number one and two, 

which deal with how the teachers organize the teaching and what material is used in 

mathematics lessons. The second part (6.5 – 6.6) deals with question number three, which 

handles how the school deals with the gifted students in mathematics. 

 

The result we obtained can not be seen as representative of elementary students in Thailand in 

general. We can only generalize and see the trends from the selected classes and the teachers 

we observed and the answers to the questions we asked.   

6.1 Result of the organization of teaching 

6.1.1 Learning mathematics 

 

The selected classes that we observed sometimes used a playful way of learning. The teacher 

for grade one called it “[…] play and learn […]”, this was something that the teacher wanted 

more of. The observations showed that in grade one, on one occasion, the teacher gathered 

the students in a circle in the classroom and let the students throw a small ball to each other 

with music playing in the background. When the music stopped the student that had the ball 

in his/hers hands had to answer a math task. In these math tasks the students practiced 

addition with double-digit numbers. It was these occasions that the teacher wanted more of 

where play and learning worked side by side. The teacher for grade two often divided the 

students into smaller groups and accompanied with music they played for example question- 

games. The teacher in grade three also activated the students. When she talked about a 

specific geometric form she held up the shape and the students rotated their bodies in shapes 

of the form, standing beside their desks. 

6.1.2 How to teach mathematics  

 

We have interviewed three teachers, one from each grade in level one. They all told us that 

they plan their mathematic lessons, for the coming school year, during the summer break. The 

lesson plans are based on the government curriculum and a Brain based learning (BBL) 

pattern that the school has designed.  The teachers plan their lessons together with the other 

mathematic teachers for level one, it is then up to each teacher to apply this lesson plan on 

their own class. The teacher for grade two mentioned that it is not hard to follow the common 

guidelines when they organize their lessons but “[…] the real problem to follow the 

guidelines, because you have to have teaching material for like every teacher, every student 

to use”. The teacher talked about the problem when they do not have material for all of the 

students to use. They tried to solve this problem by making own material. 

6.1.3 Teaching methods 

 

From our observations we could see that there were similar characteristics in how the 

teachers organized their teaching for the grades one, two and three. All the lessons we 

observed the teachers had varying methods in their teaching. All the teachers started their 

lessons with singing and rhymes together with the students. After the songs and rhymes 

followed short sessions with briefings and after that alternating work in smaller and/or larger 

groups. The mathematic lessons always ended with individual work either in their 
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mathematic books, or with work sheets that were given from the teacher that the teacher 

always corrected before the lesson ended.   

 

Common for all three grades was that the students did not work longer than 20 minutes with 

the same task. An example of a lesson structure, this from grade two; they started their lesson 

with 5-7 minutes songs and rhymes and then they had 10 minutes of joint briefing. In half 

time of their lesson they had a 10 minutes break with a mathematic game and to sum up the 

lesson they had 5 minutes joint briefing again and ended with 20 minutes individual counting 

in their mathematic books. The mathematical content of the lessons varied for the different 

grades. In grade one they worked with addition with double-digit numbers, in grade two they 

worked with addition and subtraction using money and in grade three they worked with 

geometry. Even when the teacher had joint briefings the students were active and involved. 

For example, some of the students helped the teacher to manage the computer when they had 

briefings with the projector. This structure of a lesson is something that, except with different 

content, was common for all three grades. Overall the lessons were planed from a Brained 

Based Learning (BBL) pattern that they use for the whole school. The teacher in first grade 

explained about the patterns structure:  

 
[…] it means that before they start to learn they have to, it is called brain gym, 

they exercise a little bit before they study. And then after that she have three 

moments, the first thing is to look at the real thing, the students can touch, 

anything that the students can touch and feel. The second thing is that they will 

look at the pictures and the last one is about, they look at the real number. […]. 

The last one they have to practice, they have a activity book […].  

 

This BBL pattern is something that we all noticed in all grades during our observations. The 

teachers started their lesson with what they called “brain gym”. During “brain gym” the 

students together with the teacher sang and did some rhymes that sometimes involved moving 

their whole body and after a couple of minutes with “brain gym” the lesson started. After 

brain gym followed three elements. The first element was that they looked at the real thing, 

for example in grade two where they worked with money, they looked and experimented with 

different type of money both banknotes and coins. The second element was that they did 

different addition and subtraction tasks with the money. The last thing was that they worked 

in their mathematic books and also here using the money as a tool for the different tasks in 

their books. 

6.1.4 The teaching role 

 

The teacher for grade one mentioned the importance of being observant of the students‟ state 

of mind and thereby be flexible in their lesson plans for the day. Some lessons they did 

something called"[...] play and learn, the students will play but also learn about mathematics 

[…]". The teacher for grade one told us that playful learning gives space for getting to know 

the students and to let the kids be kids. She said that the kids are little and that is how you 

have to see them. 

 

All the mathematic lessons, for both grade one, two and three, were divided into four 

different units. When the students had completed one unit they would do a test and in the end 

of the semester the students would do a combined test with the contents of all four units, a 

final test. The government does not allow the teachers to fail the students on the tests. To help 

the students who have difficulties in mathematic the teacher for grade one said that “[...] you 

have to observe the students in your classroom and look who is the weakest and take care of 
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them and help them closely. Maybe they don‟t understand but you have to help them 

understand”. To help the students who have difficulties with mathematics the teacher used 

different kinds of concrete laboratory materials to demonstrate an equation, for example; if 

the students worked with the addition 2+3, the teacher showed the students three oranges and 

two apples so they could see the real thing and then count. To challenge the students who 

were gifted in mathematics the teacher gave them more challenging worksheets/ tasks. 

 

The teacher for first grade mentioned in the interview that there is a big difference since 

before they started to work with a BBL pattern in their teaching. Before, the teachers was 

more passive in their teaching, and the students did not have influence on their lessons. The 

lessons were often based on individual work in the math books. Earlier, each teacher had 

about 60 students in one class and now there are about 40 students. They have been working 

with BBL for five years and the teacher for grade one mentioned that she thinks that the 

students now take part in their own learning. There is more activity in the classroom, and the 

teacher said that she could see a difference in the students approach to learning and that the 

students were more eager to learn now. 

 

The students also had influence on today's lesson. The teacher for grade one mentioned "[...] 

the first step before she starts to teach she will ask the student's first what they want to do 

today [...]". 

6.2 Analysis of the organization of teaching  

 

6.2.1 Learning mathematics 

 

From our observations we have seen that there was much movement in the classroom, the 

students talked to each other and they often worked together in smaller groups. According to 

Vygotsky‟s learning theory children create their knowledge with language as a tool. Through 

communication, the students gain access to the mathematical knowledge available in the 

classroom. Communication and language has therefore an important key role of learning. 

Communication is rewarding and it is mainly communication between the teacher and student 

(Chambers, 2008). When the students worked together in smaller groups they had an ongoing 

discussion about the mathematic task that were given from the teacher. It was more common 

in grade one that the students were given group tasks but in grade two and three they had a 

very open environment for communication, even when they were working individual in their 

work books.According to Chambers (2008) the most fruitful mathematic lessons are the 

lessons where there is a lot of social interaction. 

 

Vygotsky base his learning theory on different development zones which are created through 

activity in various new learning situations (Säljö, 2005). All the teachers used the same BBL 

pattern in their teaching. Bfore the lesson started, they had “brain gym”. The lesson was then 

divided into three elements; they looked at the real thing, something that the students can 

touch. The second was that the students would look at the real number and the last thing was 

that the students would practice in their activity book or on work sheets. By using this pattern 

the lessons was varied and the teachers were able to capture the students‟ interest throughout 

the whole lesson. 

      

According to Steffe and Wiegel (1994) one of the main goals in mathematics is to assimilate 

mathematical knowledge where learning involves real mathematical objects. By using 

cognitive play the students can achieve mathematical knowledge in an enjoyable way. All 
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three classes we observed used some kind of playful way of learning at least at one occasion 

each. The teacher for grade one called it “play and learn”. She told us that it was important to 

have in mind that the students still are young and sometimes needed a break from the work 

sheets or mathematic books. At these occasions the teacher used different kind of games to 

motivate the children to learn and have fun at the same time.  

6.2.2 How to teach mathematics 

 

By using the BBL pattern the lessons was varied. With a one-sided teaching the curiosity and 

joy can be replaced with a sense of insufficiency and coercion. This can lead to that the 

students learn that the important thing is to deliver a correct answer in the shortest possible 

time (Ahlberg, 1995). 

 

In our observations we could see that the teachers first let the students touch and see the real 

thing before they looked at the real number. And also reverse, to let the student‟s first look at 

the numbers and then let the students experiment with the real thing together with the 

numbers. Whit this method the school‟s mathematics could be linked too the mathematic that 

is more common in the students everyday life. According to Ahlberg (1995) the teacher has 

an important task to overcome this gap between the school‟s mathematics and the student‟s 

mathematics. By having different mathematical approaches it could further prevent this gap. 

Piaget has the belief that students have not reached complete understanding until they can 

transform an abstract problem to a concrete problem in everyday life (1995). 

6.2.3 Teaching methods 

 

From our empirical data we have gained the knowledge that the teachers, regardless which 

grade they teach, planned their lessons in a similar way based on a BBL pattern. One of the 

main components in BBL is that our emotions affect our learning ability. To create meaning 

to our actions the brain connects to our emotions. If the students feel the purpose with a task 

and that the task at the same time is fun it will be easier for the students to learn new things 

(Conell, 2009). In our interviews the teachers have highlighted the importance of feeling the 

mode of the students and from that determine the structure of the lessons. We got the 

impression both from our interviews and observations that the teachers did not impose the 

knowledge upon the students but instead they tried to play and learn and by this keeping the 

students motivated.One of the teachers that we interviewed also pointed out that, since they 

begun working with a BBL pattern, she have noticed that the students are more motivated to 

learn.  

6.2.4 The teaching role 

 

One concept in Vygotsky‟s learning theory is the zone of proximal development. It is 

about the relationship between human thinking and skills, and the dependence of the 

contact and support from other people (Säljö, 2005). From our observations we could see that 

the teachers were active while the students were working together or individual. The teachers 

walked around in the classrooms and helped the students who had difficulties with the task. If 

the teacher was busy helping a student the students that needed help often turned to a 

classmate for help. 

 

Just as the teachers did in the classes we observed, The Western school 

strives to involve students in the teaching to create an active learning. In all of the lessons we 
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observed we could se the students working in groups solving different tasks with discussions 

as a tool. This is something that Chambers (2008) relates to Dewey‟s theory “learning by 

doing”. 

 

According to Egidius (2005) the teacher‟s role has changed over the years. The teacher has 

gone from being a broker of knowledge to a tutor, teacher and assessor. One reason for this 

change could be a result of that the student‟s now days are higher prioritized. The teacher in 

grade one mentioned that she had seen a change in the students motivation for learning since 

the school started to work with BBL. She told us that before, the students were more passive 

in the classroom, and now the students are more active in the classroom and in their own 

learning. According to Stensmo (2008) there are three competencies in the leadership role; 

knowledge of subject matter, didactic skills and management skills.   

6.3 Result of the teaching material 

6.3.1 Material conditions 

All teachers we observed were using various kinds of mathematic material in their teaching 

of basic mathematics. They used supplementary, sometimes laboratory, material in their 

teaching as computer, projector, mathematical games and concrete laboratory material. The 

students all had pens, erasers and checkered note books and one math book each. The solid 

materials in the classrooms were the same for each grade; a computer, a projector, a stereo 

and a whiteboard. All classes had a diverse way to calculate, they also had different kinds of 

laboratory and concrete material. In grade one, the lessons were alternated with calculating 

from the whiteboard, the projector, worksheets and from their math books. Some of the 

concrete material consisted of plastic sticks and laminated bars (Appendix 3, picture 1-2), 

laminated number cards, geometric forms and mathematical games. In all classrooms music 

was a recurring feature, often played between the shifts of activity. 

Shelves and cabinets covered the walls in all classrooms and they were filled with different 

kinds of material. There was an abacus, plastic sticks divided in different colours and sizes, 

plastic bars, laminated cards and books in piles. Grade one had a table in their classroom, 

especially for the concrete math material. The math books were stacked on one of the shelves 

when they were not used. Some shelves in the classrooms had various toys such as stuffed 

animals, dolls, puzzles and plastic cars but also games, regular and mathematical (Appendix 

3, picture 3). In grade two the toys were the most popular objects at the end of the lessons 

when the last activity was finished. However, one of the mathematical games were on one 

occasion used. It was a frame with plastic tiles where one had to push in different directions 

to put the numbers in order.The classrooms had one computer which primarily was for 

teacher use. The students had however access to a computer room where they could practice 

mathematics. The teacher in grade two explained: “(…) in mathematics subjects you just 

move to study in a computer room and you have to talk with the computer teacher, and ask 

the computer teacher to set all the computers in mathematics so they can like play”. 

6.3.2 Teaching material 

All teachers used mathematic material in various ways in different grades and they all 

referred to a BBL-pattern in the interviews when talking about material. As mentioned earlier 

BBL, according to Conell (2009), is about a connection between brain and emotions. The 
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teachers that we interviewed expressed that they varied the material to stimulate all the 

senses. The teacher in grade one expressed what she felt about mathematics material: 

"Teaching materials is one thing to get the students attention, they like to learn with 

other materials, the main purpose is that we use the BBL- theory, that they have 

something real before they see the numbers. The teaching material helps them to learn. 

Because it is very difficult to get attention from little kids, this material will help". 

The grade one teacher then explained how she applied BBL to her students in steps: "The first 

thing is to look at the real thing, the students can touch, anything that they touch and 

feel". After the morning gathering the teacher in grade one used a big flipchart to teach about 

additions and subtractions to understand and apply it. Since the teacher did not set up the 

mathematics operations the students practiced mental arithmetic. Both teacher and students, 

one by one, gave the class different additions and subtractions tasks on the flipchart by 

moving around the number cards or fill empty plastic cases with numbers so it created a math 

tasks (Appendix 3, picture 4). In grade two the teacher used a mathematical computer 

program, which he projected on a screen, which at the time taught the students how the 

currency worked and how to count with money (Appendix 3, picture 5). A few students 

helped the teacher with the computer by moving the money in the program. To concretize, the 

students lent their own money to the teacher for demonstration. When we observed grade 

three the students were learning about geometry. They talked about geometric forms and 

geometric terms. To concretize the geometric forms the teacher held up plastic and cardboard 

shapes as a demonstration to the class. It gave the students the opportunity to learn to 

recognize and describe some characteristics of geometric shapes.   

In the interview the grade one teacher continued explaining the BBL- steps: “The second 

thing is that they will look at the pictures”. In both grade one and two we observed that after 

concretizing different mathematical contents both teachers used mathematical cards with a 

math task on. The cards were divided in different colours to recognize the different tens. This 

gave the students the opportunity to create an understanding of tens and ones. The teachers 

held up cards with different mathematic operations and the student‟s responded in chorus. In 

grade one the students could then be divided into small groups where they then worked 

laboratory with math tasks that the teacher put together. After the discussion of the geometric 

forms the teacher in grade three drew the forms on the whiteboard so the students had the 

opportunity to see them during the next activities. 

The teacher in grade one continued explaining the third step: "The last one they have to 

practice [...]". The students in grade one used plastic material as paper- bars, which they 

experimented with, both in groups and separately. In this way the students could play their 

way to an understanding of various mathematical concepts. The lessons ended with individual 

work each time we observed. The students performed proficiency training by calculating in 

their mathematics books, on work sheets or numbers from the board into their note books. In 

grade three, the end of the lessons was often more practical compared to the rest of lessons. 

The students drew colourfulorful pictures where they only used geometric forms. The last 

lesson we observed the students showed their drawings while they told us about their pictures 

(Appendix 3, picture 6). 

6.3.3 Teaching mathematics 

The grade one teacher said that concrete material or "real things" is particularly used among 

those students with difficulties in learning with the teachers methods. She explains the regular 
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math lessons as being: "three plus two or something like that". The teacher following presents 

what you can do differently: “But if you show real thing like three oranges and two apples for 

them they know that this is three and this is two and they can count from the real thing so this 

will help them to learn”. Here the mathematical content was numbers. The students could 

come to the realization that both apples and mathematics operations represented a 

quantity. We observed several different activities with concrete material in grade one, much 

of the same material were also found in grade two and three. Same in all classes was that 

even though the students worked in a different pace, they still did everything at the same 

time. 

The teacher in grade three told us how he strengthens students with difficulties in 

mathematics in his class. “For the students who are weaker, the teacher have to teach them 

like very closely like, explain first to them, try to make them understand [...]”.The teacher 

continued explaining how he helped his students. He said that he used “a lot more teaching 

material to help them to study before the test [...]”. He also said that the parents were 

contacted to be able to help the student at home. The teacher told us that the individual 

teaching occurred outside of the mathematics lessons. “We have free time when the students 

have to join for Activity hour, they could go to like, study about mathematics”. The Activity 

hour was a lesson that the students had an opportunity to get help in an optional subject. 

6.3.4 The math books 

All students had at least one math book each, mostly one text book and one work book. The 

teacher in grade three also told us that they had an additional activity book that all the grade 

three teachers created together. The teachers were responsible for creating one topic each, 

mostly based on lessons. This was a book that was "[...] spread to use with like, every student 

in like P3". 

The only evidence of individualized math books we observed was in grade two where the 

students used different types of math books, which was shown by the three different colours 

of the books. The math books were designed with pale coloursors, few pictures and lots of 

mathematic tasks which usually had only one correct answer (Appendix 3, picture 7). 

Concretization of tasks was for example when the math book in grade two taught about 

money, there was then a spread of the real currency (Appendix 3, picture 8) After the students 

answered the math task on the cards jointly, they worked individually in the math books. The 

amount of time they worked with their math book was usually short. 

When asked if the teacher in grade two wanted to change something in his mathematic 

teaching he answered that "[...] times have changed" and that it is easier today with the 

internet access. "It´s hard to go together, you know. But for the internet and the computer it´s 

mean like, we learn from what the teacher teach. You have to follow the text book". 

When asking about the homework the teacher in grade one answers:  “Yes they have, they 

will almost have everyday, Monday Wednesday and Friday in every subject”. 

6.4 Analysis of the material 

Based on interviews and observations, we have come to several different conclusions. The 

students worked in both groups and independently with laboratory features. The purpose of 
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working laboratory was to concretize a mathematic element. Math books served as a, not 

major but, regular part of the lessons. 

6.4.1 Learning mathematics 

Introductory mathematic teaching in school is usually focused on counting objects, enter 

numbers and simple additions and subtractions in workbooks (Ahlberg, 1995). The BBL 

pattern allow a varied learning where the students do not need to count objects, type numbers 

and simple additions and subtractions in workbooks, they do more than that. One change 

since BBL was introduced in the teaching is that play and music is brought into the teaching. 

According to Säljö (2005) Vygotsky means that learning is most rewarding in interactions, 

teacher to student (2005). We observed that when the students worked laboratory, with 

mathematics material, they often worked in pairs or in groups. The students then learned from 

both the teacher and each others. The students imitate the teacher and learn the cultural forms. 

The teacher is the one who creates occasions where the students can interact with each other. 

6.4.2 Teaching material 

All classes had laboratory feature in the teaching. The purpose of laboratory elements was in 

the observed classes often to concretize a mathematic element. Malmer (2002) says that the 

purpose of laboratory elements is to examine, discover and experience (2002) The classes had 

mathematical material that both the teachers and the students used but the material was 

different between the classes and, as we judged, not always created to experiment with. 

Western literature believes that the learning material should carefully be considered by the 

teacher. According to Malmer (2002) the teacher should choose the material after the purpose 

of the task and reflect with the students afterwards. Laboratory material used without 

reflection gives a superficial doctrine result (2002). 

As mentioned earlier there is a different between everyday material and educational material. 

Everyday material is for example food, fruit, pets and toys. These objects can in this context 

be used in mathematic teaching. When the teacher in grade one said:  “But if you show real 

thing like three oranges and two apples for them they know that this is three and this is two 

and they can count from the real thing so this will help them to learn”, we believe the same as 

Rystedt & Trygg (2005). The objects get its meaning in the situations those are used in for 

those who use them (2005). 

The teacher in grade one explained the regular math lessons as consisting of: "three plus two 

or something like that". As Ahlberg (2005) meant earlier, the formal mathematics as symbols 

and abstract thinking is far from the child's world of mathematics. The same teacher used 

concrete material in her teaching but did not see it as necessary for all students. Concrete 

material, according to her, mainly helped those who had difficulties in learning during the 

lessons (2005).Clements and Sarama (2009) however argue that there are often a lot of 

resources to those who need extra help while the talented are forgotten (2009). This gap 

between the children's mathematics and the school‟s has to be overcome by building on 

children's experiences and interests.  Different ways of teaching mathematics has to be 

integrated in the regular daily teaching to reach all students, both abstract and concrete 

thinkers (Ahlberg, 2005). 
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 6.4.3 Teaching mathematics 

What we observed as individualized material in the classrooms was the three different types 

of math books and one mathematical game that came to use, both in grade two. Chambers 

(2008) expresses that it is difficult to individualize the teaching but the teacher‟s role is to 

challenge the students on their individual level. A key ingredient is that the purpose always 

should be clear for both teacher and students so that the content could be individualized and 

motivating (2008). All students did the same elements; they studied after the teachers‟ 

structure of the lesson. Whether they experimented or calculated they however had different 

work pace and had to move on when the next element in the lesson approached. When the 

teacher was the one that were using mathematical material he/she directed the teaching to the 

entire class and anyone or everyone could answer the questions most often with the same 

answer, without show of hands. 

6.4.4 The math books 

The math books were followed in order from one unit to the next and contributed to 

homework three times a week. Every completed unit ended up in a test, according to 

interviews. Malmer (2002) points at the fact that many teachers believe that working 

laboratory and not in the math books prevent progress. Malmer also means that the book can 

be a way to measure the students „competency (2002). 

In the interview the teacher in grade two expressed that he wanted to use more mathematic 

material and the internet but felt that he had to "follow the textbook". We believe that the 

lessons partly were driven by the math books because of the tests that were held after each 

unit and it were those who formed a large part of the students' grades. That could be the 

contributing cause of why the teacher not would use more mathematic material than what he 

currently did. 

6.5 Result of how gifted students are challenged  

 

This result includes observations and interviews of both a class specializing in mathematics 

with gifted students and a regular grade three class. This is to see how the teachers work to 

challenge students both in a gifted class and in a regular class. The classes will be compared 

to each other to show the similarities and differences.  

6.5.1 The gifted students 

 

From the beginning the students have been encouraged to apply for the gifted math class 

mostly because they find it easy to learn, are ahead of their peers and most of them have 

supportive parents who think that the subject is important. They are selected from about two 

hundred applicants and after various math tests and interviews, just forty students are given 

the opportunity to develop themselves more in mathematics in the gifted math class. The 

teacher in the regular class said that he also taught gifted students in his class. He identified 

them through their performance and achievements when compared to the others in the group 

and by the results they had scored on tests. He gave the same worksheet to all students but 

20% of the questions were extra difficult, 20% easy questions and 60% were questions that 

everyone was supposed to be able to answer. The gifted students in this regular class were 

also ahead of their classmates and generally found it easier to learn.  
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The difference between all these gifted students was that the ones in the gifted class had a 

higher motivation. The teacher in gifted math class said, “they really want more and want to 

do the things that teacher gives because it challenges them and they want to study”. Although 

these students had higher motivation than the others because the mathematics was more 

challenging, they had passed difficult tests and fought against tough competition to get into 

the program which meant that they had high expectations to meet from teachers, parents and 

themselves. 

6.5.2 Planning of teaching  

 

Both the teacher in gifted math and the teacher in the regular class formed their teaching 

based on the government and school curriculum. As mentioned in the background the 

government curriculum states that the students should, according to their own potential, learn 

mathematics. Both teachers approached this in different ways. In the gifted math class the 

structure of the lessons was the same all three times observed. The lessons were based on a 

power point presentation explaining a concept in mathematics and all students worked with 

this on worksheets individually while the teacher taught. When the power point was 

completed the students worked independently and the teacher helped when needed and when 

he asked questions the students answered in chorus. The teacher also gave the students more 

difficult questions because he knew that all of his students were talented enough to handle 

them. He said that he challenged them by “using more difficult questions to ask them like 

more complicated for the students, oh and try to let the students use different ways, different 

prospects to answer just one question not only one way, use several ways to answer a 

question”. Although the questions he asked was directed to the whole class and the students 

always answered in chorus on them. He used the whiteboard to write examples for the 

students and throughout the whole lesson the students were encouraged to work by 

themselves. 

  

In the regular class the teacher also used a similar structure in all of his lessons. First they 

started with something they called braingym, which means they completed mind exercises 

before he continued to teach the regular lesson content. This teachers approach was more 

varied compared to the teacher in gifted math. During the observations I saw the teacher start 

with exercises in small groups or with the whole group. Then the students worked 

individually in their books. Sometimes he divided the group by their knowledge. He did this 

because it gave him more time to help the weaker students and challenge the talented ones 

more. 

6.5.3 Books and concrete material  

 

In the gifted math class they worked on worksheets. I observed that the worksheets consisted 

only of math tasks, no problem solving tasks, that they were supposed to include. Although 

there was lot of useful materials and books at the back of the classroom and the practical 

materials were made of hand-crafted wooden games and puzzles of many varieties, including 

tangram, snake puzzle and Chinese puzzle, I never saw them use any of this under my 

observations. Newspapers and shopping magazines were also materials that the teacher used 

in the teaching. Once per semester the students had to choose one of the games to take home 

in order to learn how to play them. After a few days they reported back to the class about how 

to play the game and the tactics for how to complete them. I never observed the students 

using these materials to embellish the teaching so they were used only as an individual 

assignment. 
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In the regular class the students had three books each, worksheets and concrete material in 

their classroom. This teacher usually started the lesson by having the students to work with 

materials that made the mathematics more tangible. For example when they began to read the 

first chapter on geometry the teacher had brought different forms of circles, triangles, squares 

and rectangles and they worked with these throughout the whole lesson. During another 

lesson, the teacher had taped an x and y-axis on the whiteboard and had prepared small 

square cards in different colours. The teacher then explained what the x and y-axis were and 

wrote numbers and name of the colours on the whiteboard. The students then had time to 

walk up to the whiteboard in order to tape their square in the right position. Slowly a bar 

graph began to emerge. During these lessons they worked with the mathematical concepts 

geometry, statistics and how to compile data in tables and graphs and this approach allowed 

the students to become more involved in the teaching. As a result they achieved a deeper 

mathematical understanding. The teacher then had the students work individually in their 

books at the end of each lesson. 

6.5.4 What kind of mathematical tasks do they work with? 

 

As mentioned earlier the students in the gifted math class worked on worksheets consisting of 

math tasks and the lesson did not include much concrete material. During my observations, 

the mathematical concepts they worked with were addition and subtraction of negative 

numbers. Beside that and the assignment to master the wooden games, problem solving and 

critical thinking were other skills which the students also worked on. Once per semester the 

teacher challenged the students by encouraging them to immerse themselves in a 

mathematical problem. They were encouraged to work in pairs and explain their problems to 

each other and do some critical thinking about what new knowledge they had acquired. This 

was facilitated by the teacher who asked open questions to the students, which could have 

multiple answers. In this way logical and critical thinking also got included in the teaching. 

The teacher in the regular class used some kind of materials all the lessons observed. He gave 

the students tasks which included open questions and investigations of their surroundings. For 

example in one lesson they counted different trees on the schoolyard in order to make tables 

with the results. This was followed by work in their workbooks when they practiced more 

mathematics about tables and statistics. 

6.5.5 How knowledge is developed 

The two teachers had different views on how students acquire knowledge best. The gifted 

math class is a class with the schools most mathematically gifted students in their grade. 

There are both advantages and disadvantages, which are mentioned earlier in the background, 

with going into a gifted class and being taught at a faster pace than their peers, but the school 

and their teacher choose to see the benefits of this approach. The teacher in the regular class 

saw to the benefits of having a mixed group of student so they could learn from each other. 

6.6 Analysis of how gifted students are challenged 

6.6.1 The gifted students 

 

The school gave priority to and focused upon its students gaining knowledge of the subject of 

mathematics, and practiced this philosophy by organizing gifted mathematics teaching. 

Unlike the West, where negative stereotypes of talent in academic subjects are commonplace, 
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the teachers and students were proud to have such talent. It was seen as a credit which also 

leads to higher status of the subject. The school chose to see the benefits with grouping 

students through their knowledge which means that the teaching method in the gifted class 

and regular classes were different (Winner 1999). According to Vygotsky‟s learning theory it 

is with communication, language and in interaction with other people we gain most 

knowledge in both the classroom and in other environments. It has been shown that 

conversations between students peers or between student and teacher are both rewarding but 

the later has slightly more importance (Säljö, 2005). The teaching method should encourage 

working in groups allowing discussions within class. This more social approach fit the 

teaching style adopted in the regular class in grade three from my observations. The teacher 

in the regular class made mixed groups so the students could learn from each other and by 

explaining to each other. In the gifted math class the tuition focused more upon individual 

learning were ones own work on the worksheet took up most of the time; however there are 

theories to support this approach as well. Piaget‟s learning theory is one, which says that the 

children create their own mathematics by exploring and discovering. Mathematics is then 

developed in their thoughts. An important thing to note in this theory is that the student must 

be challenged at the right level and with problems that are relevant to them. In that case 

learning will be more successful (Huges, 1986).  

  

According to Clements & Sarama (2009) all children are born with an ability to learn and 

develop interest in mathematics. Something that strengthens those abilities is the positive 

expectations and support from the family (Pettersson, 2008). Both the teacher in gifted math 

and the teacher in the regular class defined the talented students as quick and able learners, 

both of which are personality traits. Only the teacher in gifted math mentioned that his 

students had good support from their home and that this gave the students higher motivation 

along with the time and energy the students have spent to get into this class. 

6.6.2 Planning of teaching 

 

The teaching approach was also different in the two classes. The teacher in the regular class 

began with a review of mathematical concepts and exercises with concrete materials to help 

students gain an understanding for the individual work in their books. This presentation of a 

lesson is also what Chambers (2008) finds the most effective in the context of teaching and 

learning. The teacher could through this approach, follow up the students activities by 

reflections and discussions with them. The teacher in the gifted math chose a method which 

meant that knowledge was passed from him to the students without discussion or practical 

exercises. Questions were posed to the class as a group and were also answered by the group 

in choir. This must indicate that the questions were not open because if so the students would 

not have been able to give the same answer in chorus. The teaching was therefore not suited 

to each student‟s need as the teacher assumed that everyone had the same pre-understanding. 

Ahlberg (1995) does not advocate this type of approach, she believes that the mathematics the 

students have learned before school is very different from the mathematics they learn in 

school. This means that a one-sided teaching approach turns curiosity and joy to inadequacy 

and coercion. It is therefore important to have different approaches to each student (1995). 

6.6.3 Books and concrete material  

How the materials were used also varied in the classes. In the regular class practical exercises 

and use of concrete materials was a part of the lesson to help students examine, discover and 

experience mathematics. While in the gifted class it was used for additional tasks once per 
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semester when there was time. The teacher wanted to challenge the students by providing 

them with logical problems that required critical thinking but did not use any concrete 

materials to clarify the context. As Rystedt & Trygg (2005) note, much of mathematics is 

numbers and symbols but with materials the abstract can be something that can be seen, 

touched and moved. However, as was mentioned in the background, concrete materials must 

be linked to the mathematical context. Use of material without reflection and discussion fails 

to convey meaning and does not give the same results (2005). 

6.6.4 What kind of mathematical tasks do they work with?  

The teacher has a responsibility to select appropriate material and tasks regardless of the 

subject being taught (Rystedt & Trygg, 2005). Teachers must also be prepared with different 

types of strategies to meet all students‟ needs. This can be very challenging because it 

requires high competence in the subject by the teacher (Chambers, 2008). As mentioned 

earlier the tasks which were given to the students were a lot different and the classroom 

climate was varied when regarding openness to discussions and questions in both classes. 

With the goal of achieving mathematical knowledge in an enjoyable way the teacher in the 

regular class was most successful, as this engaged the children in the teaching. The lessons 

and tasks had variation which kept the students interested and motivated (Steffe & Wiegel, 

1994). The gifted students had, as earlier mentioned, interest and motivation for other 

reasons. These students got challenged by the mathematics that was intended for older 

students because they finished the math for their own age very quickly. 

6.6.5 How knowledge is developed 

 

There are as many methods of how mathematics can be taught as there are ways to learn 

mathematics in. Two teachers in the same subject but with different talented students have 

therefore two different ways of looking at this problem. When the school from the beginning 

took the position that it was positive to separate gifted students from their regular class, it 

meant that the school thought this was the best way to develop their students talent. Winner 

(1999) mentions that this group of students had high expectations on themselves to succeed 

while the others were left with low expectations. This also would have become clear from 

their teachers approach to the students as better, faster and more intelligent, capable of more 

difficult mathematics earlier. The teacher believed that his students were capable of 

accomplishing the challenging mathematics that he taught and they achieved this best in a 

class where they could get the most out of themselves. The teacher in the regular class also 

believed that sometimes it was beneficial to group the class according to ability, to be able to 

help them in the best way possible. Although he contended that in mixed groups students 

could help and learn from each other. This approach requires more from the teacher, to have a 

mixed group means that the teacher must be qualified to see everyone‟s needs and requires 

many different methods to apply within the teaching of the same group (Egidius, 2005). 
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7. Discussion 

The discussion begins with a methodological discussion in which the advantages and 

disadvantages of the methods are demonstrated. This is followed by a performance discussion 

of all three results in which the literature / research, results of interviews and interview guide 

are linked to our own thoughts. As a conclusion, we suggest further research. 

7.1 Method discussion 

We chose to make observations before interviews to obtain additional documentations and to 

complement our interview guide. We interviewed and observed separately, therefore we 

reviewed all data together to discuss our different interpretations. Our photos and films from 

the observations was a big help when we discussed our different observations. It was useful 

to take part of each other's interpretations of the observations and it helped us to better 

understand certain situations during the observations. The limited number of informants was 

positive for our choice of interview as a method. 

Our interviews were recorded and transcribed to minimize the risk of misinterpretation. It is a 

common difficulty in quality interviews, when not using a recorder, that the interviewer 

forgets the answer when focusing on the next question (Johansson & Svedner, 2006, Starrin 

& Renck, 1996). According to Vetenskapsrådet, The Swedish Reaearch Council (2002) all 

data should be confidential and kept in a secure place to prevent unauthorized persons getting 

access to them.  

We used an interview guide in order to get a structure of the interview questions and to easier 

process and analyze the answers. Our observations were made on the basis of the observation 

schedule we created before our trip. The schedule simplified the analyze of the observations 

because it was easier to see what to observe. All names have been removed with regard to 

identity protection, given the ethical principles. Interviews, observations and discussions have 

been analyzed with starting point in selected relevant literature.  

When we processed the result we understood that the interviews could have been better if we 

had had more experience. In retrospect we feel that there are still parts where we could have 

been given more detailed answers. A contributing factor to why the interviews do not have 

enough depth in our research questions is that these have been revised after the interviews 

have taken place. Since we revised the questions after we left the school, we have not been 

able to complement the interviews. Although we interviewed in a language that was neither 

our first language nor theirs and it was a small study group, we find that it revealed useful 

information in organization, material and gifted math. 

It was favourable that we had access to an interpreter and we are pleased with this 

collaboration. The information we got is relevant and credible, but we can never be sure that 

the interpreter‟s translation is in line with the informant‟s response.  

The quality of the study is measured by the reliability and generalizability. We believe that 

the study‟s quality had been higher if we had recasted our research questions before 

conducting the interviews. Then we could follow up with more relevant questions. If our 

selection had been larger the generalizability and reability would have been better. We see it 

as an advantage that we did not knew the informants, it contributed to an objective approach 

in the interviews.  
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7.2 Result discussion 

 

7.2.1 Discussion of the organization of teaching 

 

The school rested on Christian values from the West but they also had to take in account their 

Thai cultural heritage. This can create a conflict between Eastern and Western values. Eastern 

values where the teacher are in centre of creating the knowledge and Western values where 

the students are in centre of creating their own knowledge. From our observations we could 

se that the teachers had embraced a little from both of the Western and Eastern teaching. The 

teacher was still highly respected but they were trying to implement a more Western 

approach to the students influence over their own learning.  

 

From our results we can see that all observed teachers organized their lessons in a similar 

way, from what they called a BBL pattern. We could see in our observations that the lessons 

from this pattern was varying, during a lesson the teacher had many different elements in the 

structure of the lesson. According to Ahlberg (1995) a one-sided teaching can lead to that the 

curiosity and joy of learning is replaced with a feeling that the most important thing is to 

deliver a correct answer in the shortest possible time. We also observed that in addition to the 

varying structure with the BBL pattern, the teacher for grade two, also had short breaks where 

the students and teachers played together. We believe that play and learn is a good addition in 

the mathematical teaching but when the teacher already have a lot of different elements in 

one lesson to many breaks with play was perceived as unorganized and messy by the 

observer.  

 

The gap that can occur between the mathematic in school and the student‟s mathematic can 

according to Ahlberg (1995) be prevented by having different mathematical approaches. We 

believe that by using the BBL pattern the teachers have different mathematical approaches 

during their lessons and with this prevent the gap between school‟s mathematic and the 

student‟s mathematic. One moment in the BBL pattern was that the students should look at 

the real thing before they look at the number. We believe that if the students are able to look 

at the real thing it prevents the number from getting to abstract for the students to understand. 

We also believe that if the students have the real thing to reconnect to when they are solving a 

mathematic task it will be easier for them to transform an abstract problem to a concrete 

problem. Piaget had the belief that the students have not reached complete understanding 

until they can transform an abstract problem to a concrete problem in everyday life (1995).      

 

When the teacher for grade to talked about the common guidelines he mentioned that it is not 

hard do follow but despite this he thought it was a problem to follow the guidelines with the 

material they had at the school. He wanted more material for the students. This is a common 

conflict when there are guidelines that you have to follow but do not have material for all of 

the students to use. This teacher solved this problem by making own material with the 

students so all of them had the correct material to use.   

 

According to Vygotsky‟s learning theory students create their knowledge with language as a 

tool (Chambers 2008). During our observations we could see that there was a lot of 

movement and discussions in the classroom, but because we do not speak the Thai language 

we could not understand if the discussions were about the task or about something else not 

related to mathematics. The teacher for grade one also mentioned in the interview that she 

started the today‟s lesson with asking the students what they want to do today. If they wanted 
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to work in their math books or do something else. This is also something that we did not see 

or hear because we do not understand the language.     

 

According to Egidius (2005) the lessons should be based on the student‟s previous 

knowledge. This is something that the teachers did not mention in the interviews and that we 

did not see in or observations, that they planed their lessons with the student‟s previous 

knowledge in mind. In the interviews the teachers just told us that the planning of the lessons 

was based on the government curriculum and on the BBL pattern.    

 

7.2.2 Discussion of the teaching materials? 

We believe that mathematics has a value that teachers need to keep and/or highlight. 

Mathematic material may be needed both to define a problem and to help the students to see 

the internal images and to inspire. Steffe & Wiegel (1994) claims that one of the main goals 

in mathematics is to assimilate mathematical knowledge to where learning involves real 

mathematical objects (1994). 

Mathematic material was something that every observed class had and every teacher used in 

their teaching. With 40 students per class we found that teachers may have felt it difficult to 

individualize the using of the material, the material could sometimes serve the wrong 

purpose. Since we do not speak the language we could not tell what guidance the students 

were given before and during the activities with concrete and laboratory material. We believe 

that such material itself does not give the students mathematical insight. Laboratory and 

concrete material does not automatically contribute to the understanding of mathematics. 

Students should be given tutorial. As mentioned above, students, according to Piaget, reach 

complete mathematic understanding when they are able to use abstract mathematics in their 

everyday life (Ahlberg, 1995). 

Our view of the concrete elements of the lessons is that when the students worked with 

laboratory material in pairs or in groups, they had the opportunity to have a discussion and 

together solve the math task. This is in accordance to both Voigt and Piaget (Voigt, 1994). 

They believed that social interactions played a significant part in learning (1994). We believe 

that keeping a mathematical dialogue instead of working individually in the math books 

enriches the students‟ knowledge by taking part of other people's thoughts about 

mathematics. 

We also believe there was an absence of individualized material in all classes. Based on tests 

of the math book units the teacher gave the students individual help outside of the teaching. 

We do not know if the students‟ previous knowledge and experiences formed the basis of 

activities that treated concrete material, but it was not something that we observed. Nor did 

we observe any reflections during and after the lessons or individualized mathematic books. 

Western literature highlights the importance of previous knowledge and reflection. It has 

been proven to improve the student‟s performance. The teacher can use the 

student‟s reflections to make long term changes to improve the teaching (Chambers, 2008). 

We felt that the math books had no controlling role in the classrooms but played a significant 

part in students' learning of mathematics. Even though all classes worked laboratory, the 

mathematic books would be the mathematical material the students were expected to give 

high priority to be able to pass the tests and presumably good grades.  Furthermore, we 
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observed that mathematic books did not contain any experimental tasks or open questions. Its 

content consisted mostly of only math tasks. We believe that when constructing the 

mathematic books there may have been a belief that mathematic mostly consist of math 

operations, hence the books content. The mathematic books were as far as we could see not 

constructed on either everyday mathematics or students' prior knowledge. 

7.2.3 Discussion of how gifted students are challenged 

 

What is constantly repeated in this issue is the teachers epistemological view and how this is 

reflected within their teaching approach. My understanding of the school‟s view of 

mathematics is that they want the gifted students to have the chance to develop as much as 

possible in the subject. This was the reason for them to start with the gifted classes. That there 

are two typical ways of teaching gifted students becomes clear in the literature by the author 

Ellen Winner (1999) and both school and the gifted math teacher choose to see the 

advantages of both approaches; divide students according to their talent and learning 

capacity, and let them work with mathematics designed for older students. A reason for this is 

that they want to satisfy each student‟s needs and individualise the subject. This might only 

be possible when the students get more difficult and therefore more challenging mathematics 

tasks. So far the teaching is individualised to the gifted students but in the classroom during 

the actual lesson all students are taught at the same way, get the same mathematical tasks and 

work with the same method, individualisation does not extend further. 

  

From the answers I got during the interviews I understood that both teachers indicated that 

students should learn in different ways, learn to think critically and understand that there may 

be multiple answers to a question that can all be right; but how the teachers practiced this in 

the classroom varied. In the gifted class, despite the fact that the mathematics was more 

difficult and abstract, the teacher did not use any material to supplement the tasks. Rystedt & 

Trygg (2005) believe that concrete materials can serve well as a support and encouragement 

for the learning of basic mathematical concepts. I saw more of this approach in the regular 

class. Here the teacher used material to help students understand and get the students to learn 

in different ways, using their whole body and the six different senses. Malmer (1990) states 

that it is only your imagination that sets the limits of creativity. 

  

The teachers ways of challenging students were also influenced by their own view of their 

role in teaching. They can be a supervisor that only gives knowledge or a mentor that leads 

the student to acquire the knowledge by themselves. The teacher in gifted math put a lot of 

time to impart knowledge and then it was up to the students to embrace that knowledge. 

There were many students in that group who were expected to do and handle such knowledge 

easily because of their grades in the qualification tests, and perhaps this is why the teacher put 

so much responsibility on the students. He knew that they were able, talented, responsible and 

motivated and that they had supportive parents. Only the responsibility can be challenging to 

the regular students and if such an approach would have worked in a regular class is hard to 

say. Egidius (2005) notes that it is important for a teacher to be able to inspire and encourage 

his or her students. It is good to use new methods so the students can learn in the best 

possible way and be challenged at an appropriate level. Relevant tasks should be based on 

students previous knowledge and what they are supposed to learn. It is also important that the 

purpose always should be clear to the teacher so that both purpose and content could motivate 

the students (Chambers, 2008). The teacher in the regular class chose a variety of approaches 

and used many practical exercises. This could also be a way to get the students more 

motivated and interested of what mathematics contains. 
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7.2.4 Summary  

Since we chose to take a teaching perspective, we did not speculate the opinions of the 

student‟s views in accordance to our research questions in this study. We have investigated 

the organization and the planning of teaching, the mathematical material and how teachers 

work with this. Further for part two in our final thesis one of us have investigated how the 

school challenged gifted students in mathematics. What has emerged from observations and 

interviews have now been analyzed and discussed. Our newfound knowledge has contributed 

to a deeper understanding of the organization, mathematical materials, teaching methods and 

gifted mathematic. 

The teachers organized and planed their lessons for the whole year during the summer break. 

They used the government curriculum and a BBL pattern to determining the content and 

structure of their lessons. All the teachers for level one planed their mathematic lessons 

together and it was then up to each teacher to adapt this lesson plan on their own class. We 

have not seen an indication that the teachers had the students‟ previous experiences in mind 

when planning the lessons. We have also not directly perceived an individualized teaching 

beyond that they have a specific class for the students who are gifted in mathematics.   

In all classrooms material was available for both teachers and students. The material 

consisted for example out of laminated bars, sticks and numbers that the teachers used to 

concretize numbers and mathematic tasks. The material was, during our observations, only 

situated to the classrooms. Even though the students worked laboratory with varied material 

the material was not individualized, it was not adapted to every student‟s needs. No previous 

knowledge and experiences from everyday life was taken into the teaching. By the students 

using mathematical material to, for example, solve tasks the teachers gave the students the 

opportunity to create their own knowledge and understanding of mathematics. This could 

increase the student‟s mathematical understanding and make them aware that mathematics is 

more than just the world they face in the math books. Ahlberg (2005) argues that 

the formal mathematics that includes all abstract thinking is different from the way the 

children count. Mathematic material increases the chances to make the formal and abstract 

mathematic concretized and understandable (2005). 

To see how the school challenged gifted students in mathematics a regular class was 

compared to a gifted math class. The school in this study had chosen to organize special 

classes with the most gifted students in mathematic. This was because the school had the 

opinion that these gifted students would develop more if they could be taught with other 

students who were equally talented. Since there was hard competition to be in this class the 

students had conducted tests and interviews. The students in this gifted math class had, 

compared to the ones in the regular class, higher motivation, an ability to learn quickly and 

work faster. The teacher‟s learning method was based on the student‟s individual work on 

worksheets. Knowledge was transferred from teacher to students without discussions between 

teachers and students or student to student. The students did not question anything, they only 

accepted what the teacher taught and his method. Each lesson observed, the teacher began 

with a presentation of a mathematical concept that the students then had to work with on 

worksheets. 
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7.2.5 Further research  

 

Our study has been conducted from a teacher perspective of mathematics teaching in 

Thailand. For future research it would be interesting to also include the student‟s 

perspectives. To conduct a study and deeper analyze the mathematic materials such as the 

mathematic books would also be an interesting suggestion for further research. Since we 

conducted our study at a private school which rested on Western pillars we think it would be 

interesting to conduct a study at a public school that is not influenced by a Western approach. 

Another proposal is to conduct a comparative study of mathematic teaching between Sweden 

and Thailand. 
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Appendix 1 
 

Interview Guide: 

 

Background 
- Name: 

 

1. Tell me a little about yourself 

 

2. Tell us about your educational background 

 

- Tell me how your teacher training was designed 

 

3. Tell me about your reasons to become a teacher/ mathematics teacher? 

 

4. In which ages do you teach? 

-  How old are your pupils? 

 

4. Do you teach more than mathematics, what? 

- Why these topics? 

 

5.  In what age do pupils start with mathematic? 

- what do they start with? What element?   

 

Teaching 
 

5. What strengths do you think there is among students in the class we observed/are going to 

observe? 

 

6. How do you plan your lesson? 

 

- Are there any guidelines for how you should design your lessons?  

 

7. Tell us about how a typical mathematic lesson might look like for you 

 

8. Is there something you wanted to do differently in your mathematics teaching? 

 

9. How do you work to challenge those students who are gifted in mathematics? 

 

- How do you work to strengthen those who have difficulties in learning mathematics? 

 

10. Do you think the mathematic teaching have changed over your working years, as   a 

teacher? 

- How? 

 

12. How do the pupils influence the lessons in mathematics? 
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Appendix 2 
Observationsschema 
 
Årskurs: 
 
Förutsättningar: klassrummet 

Luftkonditionering: 
 

 

Sittplatser (Bänkar/bord): 
 
 

 

Fönster (Antal): 
 
 

 

Klassrummets storlek: 
 
 

 

Tillgång till grupprum: 
 
 

 

Belysning: 
 
 

 

Övrigt: 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Gör en skiss över klassrummets utformning:
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Observationsschema 
 
Årskurs: 
Förutsättningar: Material 

Antal läromedel per elev 
 
 
 

 

Tavla (Whiteboard/griffel) 
 
 
 

 

Tillgång till böcker i klassrummet: 
 
 
 

 

Typ av läromedel: 
(Årgång på läromedlet) 
 
 

 

Användning av miniräknare: 
 
 
 

 

Övriga hjälpmedel? 
 
 
 

 

Tillgång till datorer i klassrummet: 
 
 
 

 

Tillgång till datorer 
 
 
 

 

Individanpassat läromedel? 
 
 
 

 

Övrigt, (se i läromedlet, öppna/slutna 
frågor, problemlösningar): 
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Observationsschema 
 
Årskurs: 
 
Förutsättningar: Elev/Pedagog/Lektion 

Antal elever: 
 
 

 

Könsfördelning i klassen: 
 
 

 

Antal pedagoger i klassrummet 
 
 

 

Special pedagoger: 
 
 

 

Hur långa lektioner: 
 
 

 

Pauser i undervisningen 
 
 

 

Övrigt 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Rita klassrummet samt fördelningen pojke/flicka: 
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Observationsschema 
 
Årskurs: 
 
En lektions upplägg: anteckna hur en lektion ser ut. Gemensam genomgång på tavlan? Hur länge? 
Vad händer sen? 
 
Vad händer:  Hur länge: 
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Observationsschema 
 
Årskurs: 
 
Arbetet i klassrummet: 

Helklassarbete: 
 
 
 
 

 

Grupparbete: 
 
 
 
 

 

Arbete i par: 
 
 
 
 

 

Individuellt arbete: 
 
 
 
 

 

Tid till diskussion: 
 
 
 
 

 

Redovisning på tavla: 
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Observationsschema: 
 
Årskurs: 
 
Skissa upp klassrummet: hur ofta rör sig läraren sätta kryss var tionde minut. Hur går 
konversationen Rita pilar.  
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Appendix 3 

 
Picture 1   Picture 2   Picture 3 

 
Picture 4   Picture 5    Picture 6 

 
 
 
 
 
 

    
 
Picture 7     Picture 8 
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